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Abstract 
In this paper we consider the subcategories CMod-R (M E MOD-R s.t. M = HOmR(R,M)) 
and DMod-R (A4 t MOD-R s.t. M & R 2: R) of the category of all right R-modules, MOD-R, 
for an associative ring R, possibly without identity. 
If R and S are associative rings and we have a Morita context between R and S with epimor- 
phic pairings, it can be deduced from [6, 81 that the induced functors provide equivalences 
CMod-R ir CMod-S R-CMod = S-CMod, 
DMod-R N DMod-S R-DMod N S-DMod. 
We find hypotheses weaker than the smjectivity that let us prove also a converse of this result. 
As a consequence, we give an example of a ring R such that CMod-R is not equivalent to 
DMod-R. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1991 Muth. Subj. Claw: 16D90; 18E35 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
In the following, all rings are associative rings but it is not assumed that they have 
an identity unless it is mentioned explicitly. 
One of the main problems that appears when we want to study associative rings 
using categorical techniques is to choose an appropriate category of R-modules. The 
standard choice for rings with identity is the subcategory of MOD-R of the unitary R- 
modules, i.e. modules M such that MR = M. With more generality, a satisfactory Morita 
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theory has been developed for rings with local units in [l] using the subcategory of 
unitary modules and for idempotent rings in [4] using the subcategory Mod-R of unitary 
modules that satisfy this additional condition 
Vrn~A4, mR=O+m=O. 
(In fact, this additional condition is always satisfied for unitary modules if R has local 
units or identity.) However, there are other rather natural (though possibly distinct) 
subcategories of MOD-R which arise in the nonunital case which could be consid- 
ered as candidates for the “appropriate” category of modules. These are the categories 
CMod-R, DMod-R, and Mod-R described here. 
Definition 1.1. Let R be an associative ring. We shall define the following three full 
subcategories of the category MOD-R: 
(1) CMod-R is the category formed with the modules A4 such that Mz HomR(R,M) 
with the canonical homomorphism 2~ : M 4 HomR(R,M) given by &(111)(y) = mr for 
all mEM and rER. 
(2) DMod-R is the category formed with the modules h/l such that MeM @R R 
with the canonical homomorphism 11~ :M @R R --tM given by p,&m@r)=mr for all 
mekf and rER. 
(3) Mod-R is the category formed with the modules A4 such that MR = A4 and for 
all m EM if mR = 0 then m = 0. 
We shall give a direct proof of the fact that the categories CMod-R and DMod-R 
are equivalent to the one that has been used in the case of idempotent rings, and using 
the main theorem of this paper we will be able to prove that they are not equivalent 
in general. 
Let R be a ring, and A the Dorroh’s extension of R. This ring consists of the pairs 
(r,z) E R x Z with the sum defined componentwise and the product (r,=)(r’,z’) = (rr' + 
rz’ + r’z,zz’). This is a ring with identity, (0,l) = 1.4, and R can be considered as a 
two-sided ideal of A if we identify the elements of R with the pairs {(r, 0) E A: r E R}. 
The category of all right R-modules, MOD-R, is equivalent to the category of uni- 
tary right A-modules Mod-A. Also, the functors - @R- and HOmR(-, -) are, through 
the above equivalences, the same as - @A- and HomA(-, -). All these facts are 
known or easily checked. For general properties of the Dorroh’s extension of R, see 
[IO, p. 51. 
The categories that we are studying are full subcategories of MOD-R or R-MOD. 
In principle, every kernel. cokemel, exact sequence, etc., between R-modules will be 
considered in the category of unitary A-modules, therefore we will not worry about 
the existence of these objects. Properties of exactness of the mnctors HomR(P, -), 
HOmR( -, e), P @R - and - @& will be true because they are the same as the functors 
HomA(P,-), HomA(-,Q), P%.4- and -IZ,&. 
The category MOD-R = Mod-A is not the one that is used in order to study properties 
of the ring R. For instance, even in the case of a ring with identity S, the categories 
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Mod-S and MOD-S are rather different. In general terms, the modules of the category 
MOD-R that give problems are the modules A4 such that A4R = 0. 
Consider the class of modules in MOD-R such that MR = 0. Using the terminology 
of [9] this class is a pretorsion and pretorsion-free class. Therefore, we can define the 
associated preradical t in the following way: 
t(M) = {m E M: mR = 0). 
This class of modules is the pretorsion class corresponding to the idempotent pre- 
radical t. We can build the smallest radical larger than t as in [9, VI.11 in the fol- 
lowing way: tl = t, if /I is not a limit ordinal, then tg is given by tg(M)/tg_I(M) = 
t(M+1(M)) and for a limit ordinal /J tb = Caca t,. For every module M, there 
exists an ordinal x such that t,(M) = ta+l (M), then we define T(M) = t,(M) for this 
x. This can be represented by T = C, t,, having in mind that, fixing a module M, this 
sum stabilizes for some ordinal. 
The modules such that T(M) = M will be called torsion modules and the modules 
such that T(M) =0 (or equivalently t(M) = 0) will be called torsion-free modules. 
The quotient category of MOD-R = Mod-A by this torsion theory will be denoted by 
CMod-R. This is the quotient category with respect to the R-adic topology in A. This 
shows that CMod-R is a Grothendieck category, although we will not use this fact. 
The category CMod-R coincides with the category of modules M such that the 
canonical homomorphism 2~: M + HomR(R,M) (AM(m)(r) = mr) is an isomorphism. 
This could be considered as the definition that we will use here because we will not 
use the properties of a quotient category. Dually, we will define DMod-R as the full 
subcategory of MOD-R formed with the modules M such that the canonical homo- 
morphism ,K M @RR AM (p(m@ Y) = mr) is an isomorphism. The definitions of the 
converse are similar. 
These categories have been considered with different notations in several papers, 
e.g. [6-81. but mainly as categories associated to the trace ideals of a Morita context 
between rings with identity. The definition of a Morita context for rings without identity 
is same as the one for rings with identity: 
Definition 1.2. Let R and S be rings, SPR and RQS bimodules and cp: Q ~3s P + R, 
$ : P @R Q + S bimodule homomorphisms. We say that (R,S, P, Q, cp, $) is a Morita 
context if for all p, p’ E P and q, q’ E Q, (p(q 8 p)q’ = q$( p @ q’) and $( p @ q)p’ = p’p 
(q@ P’). 
The two-sided ideals Im(rp) and Im(rC/) are called the trace ideals of the context. 
The results given in [8, Theorem 3; 6, Theorem 21 determine the equivalences 
CMod-Im(cp) E CMod-Im($) and DMod-Im(cp) 2 DMod-Im($) and also on the other 
side. These results could be rewritten as follows: If we have a Morita context (R, S, P. Q, 
cp,$) with cp and $ epimorphisms, then CMod-R? CMod-S, DMod-R-v DMod-S, 
R-CMod ES-CMod and R-DMod z S-DMod with the functors induced by the con- 
text. What we do here is to weaken the hypothesis “cp and $ epimorphisms” in order 
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to find also a converse of this result. Then we define a left-acceptable Morita context 
(Definition 3.6), such that all contexts with epimorphisms are left (and right) accept- 
able, and we obtain the characterization in Theorem 3.10. 
If the ring R is idempotent, the class of modules A4 such that MR = 0 is also closed 
under extensions. This is known as a TTF class. In this case, it can be deduced from 
[5, Proposition 1.151 that the categories CMod-R, DMod-R and the full subcategory of 
the modules such that t(M) = 0 and MR = M are equivalent. In the case of idempotent 
rings, this category (in its different forms) has been chosen to develop a Morita theory; 
see, for example [l, 3, 41. 
2. Some cases of equivalence 
In this section we are going to study two different types of rings such that the 
categories CMod-R, DMod-R and Mod-R are equivalent. 
Although this first case can be deduced from [5, Proposition 1.151 we shall give 
here a direct proof of the fact that the considered categories are equivalent if R is 
idempotent giving explicitly the functors in this case. 
Definition 2.1. Let R be a ring. We shall use the following notations: 
(1) u the functor that is defined over the objects of MOD-R as u(M) =MR and over 
the morphisms by the restriction. 
(2) jM : u(M) + M the canonical inclusion. 
(3) t”pp the functor that is defined over the objects of MOD-R as t”PP(M)=M/t(M) 
and over the morphisms in the canonical way. 
(4) PM : M + M/t(M) the canonical projection. 
Lemma 2.2. Let R be u ring and ME MOD-R. The morphisms 
%hf:M-+Horn~(R,M), ~M:M@RR+M, 
pM : M + toPP(M), jhf:u(M)+M. 
define the natural transformations 
,?. : idt,,ton-R + HOmR(R, -), cl : - @R R + idMoD-R, 
p : idMoo-R + topp, j : U + idMoo++ 
Proof. It is rather simple. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let y : R @R R + R be the bimodule homomorphism dejned as y(r @ s) 
= rs. Then 
Ker(y)R = R Ker(y) = 0. 
Proof. Let y E Ker(y) and x E R then _vx = y(y) @x = 0 and xy =X @ ?;(v) = 0. 0 
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Lemma 2.4. Let R be a ring, U, T,F E MOD-R such that UR = R, TR = 0, t(F) = 0 
and V E R-MOD such that RV = 0. Then 
(1) HomR(U,T)=O, 
(2) HomR(T,F)=O, 
(3) U@R v=o. 
Proof. (1) Let f : U + T and u E U = UR. We can find elments Ui E U and Yi E R such 
that u = xi Uiri then f(u) = xi f(ui)Yi = 0 because f(ui)ri E f(U)R G TR = 0. 
(2) Let f : T + F and t E T. For all Y E R, f(t)r = f(tr) = 0; thus f(t) E t(F) = 0. 
(3) Let u E U and v E V. We can find elements u, E U and ri E R such that u = 
Ciu;yI, then U@V= CiuiQr;o=O because rivERV=O. 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let R be an idempotent ring and M E Mod-R. Then 
( 1) PM @3R R :M @.R R @R R i M @R R is an isomorphism. 
(2) &,mR(R.M) :HomR(R,M) -+ HomR(R, HomR(R,M)) iS an isomorphism. 
Proof. (1) ~M~~RNM@R~ with ~/:R@JRR --_) R the canonical homomorphism. As R 
is idempotent, y is an epimorphism and M @.R 7 is an epimorphism. Using the fact that 
R Ker(?/) = 0, we deduce from Lemma 2.4 that M @R Ker(y) = 0 and the exactness of 
the sequence 
M OR Ker(y) ---f M @RR @JR R + M @RR * 0, 
completes the proof. 
(2) Using the canonical isomorphism 
HomR(R,HomR(R,M)) = HOmR(R ORR,M), 
it is easy to check that &mR(R.M) is an isomorphism if and only if HomR(i’, M) is an 
isomorphism. As y is an epimorphism, HomR(y,M) is a monomorphism and using the 
exactness of the sequence 
0 - HomR(R,M) + HOmR(R @RR,M) + HomR(Ker(ll),M) 
and the fact that HomR(Ker(y),M) = 0 (because Ker(l;)R = 0 and t(M) = 0) we deduce 
from Lemma 2.4 that HOmR(y,M) is an isomorphism. q 
Proposition 2.6. Let R be an idempotent ring. Then 
(1) for all M E CMod-R, u(M) E Mod-R, 
(2) for all ME DMod-R, toPP(M) E Mod-R. 
Proof. (1) As t(M) = Ker(&) =0 we know that t(u(M)) C t(M) =O. On the other 
hand, using the fact that R2 = R we deduce that u(M)R = MR2 = MR = u(M). 
(2) As MR=1rn(p~)=M we know that (M/t(M))R=M/t(M). On the other hand, 
if (m+t(M))R = 0 then mR C t(M) and mR2 = 0. Using the fact that R2 = R we deduce 
that m E t(M) and therefore m f t(M) = 0. 0 
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Proposition 2.7. Let R be an idempotent ring. Using the previous propositions we 
have finctors 
u: CMod-R + Mod-R, HomR(R, -) : Mod-R -+ CMod-R, 
toPP: DMod-R + Mod-R, -@RR : Mod-R 4 DMod-R. 
These functors are equivalences with the natural transfbrmations given 61’ 
(1) A;’ o HomR(R,jx) : HomR(R,u(X)) -+x for all x E CMod-R. 
(2) u(&) :A4 + u(HomR(R,M)) for al/ M E Mod-R. 
(3) t”rr(pM) : t”PP(M @R R) +M for all Ad E Mod-R. 
(4) (pr @RR) o fir : Y -+ toPP( Y) @RR for all Y E DMod-R. 
Proof. (1) As ;IX is an isomorphism, we only have to check that HOmR(R,jx) is 
an isomorphism. The morphism jx is a monomorphism, therefore HomR(R,jx) is a 
monomorphism. Using the exactness of the sequence 
0 --$ HomR(R, u(X)) + HomR(R,X) + HOmR(R, Cokei( 
and the fact that R2 = R and Coker(jx)R = 0 we deduce that HomR(R, Coker(_&)) = 0 
and HomR(R,jx) is an isomorphism. 
(2) Ker(u(&)) = t(u(M)) C t(M) = 0. This proves that u(&) is a monomorphism. 
To check that it is an epimorphism, let ci J;ri E HomR(R,M)R with h : R ---f A4 and 
ri E R. It is easy to prove that xi hri =u(&)(Ci fi(ri)). 
(3) As Ker(pM)R = 0, we deduce that Ker(pM) C t(A4 @.R ) and therefore toPP(nM) 
is a monomorphism. Let xi miri E A4 = MR, then toPP( xi mi @ r,+t(M @R R)) = ci miri 
and this proves the surjectivity of toPP(pM). 
(4) As ,Q is an isomorphism, we only have to check that py @RR is an isomorphism. 
Using the exactness of the sequence 
t(M)~‘RR~Y~RR-ttoPP(M)~)RR~O 
and that t(M) @RR = 0 (because t(M)R = 0 and R2 = R) we deduce from Lemma 2.4 
that py 8.R R is an isomorphism. 0 
We now give a second type of ring for which the categories CMod-R, DMod-R, 
and Mod-R are equivalent; in fact, in this case these three subcategories of MOD-R 
are equal. 
Definition 2.8. Let R be a ring and gR E R. We shall say that gR is a central generator 
of R if 
(1) gR commutes with the elements of R, 
(2) gRR + gRz = R, 
(3) for all rER, rgR=O+r=O. 
All rings with identity are rings with a central generator taking gR as the identity 
element. All the ideals in a p.i.d. are also rings with a central generator. 
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Proposition 2.9. Let R be a ring with a central generator g& The following conditions 
on M E MOD-R are equivalent: 
(1) A4 E CMod-R. 
(2) A4 E Mod-R. 
(3) M E DMod-R. 
Proof. Let A be the Dorroh’s extension of R. A module A4 satisfies MR = M if and 
only if M = MR = MAgR = MgR. For any module M, 
t(M)={mEM: mR=O}={mEM: mgRA=O} 
={mEM: mgR=O}. 
(( 1) =S (2)): Let M E CMod-R. Clearly, M is torsion free because t(M) = Ker(&) 
= 0. In order to prove that M =MR, let m EM and consider the homomorphism 
f : R --+ M defined by f (gRa) = ma for all a E A. This definition is good because if 
for some r f R, r = gRa = gRa’ then &(a - a’) = 0 = (a - @‘)gR =S a = a’. Using the fact 
that M E CMod-R we can find an element m’ EM such that f(r) = m’r for all r E R, 
then m = f (gR) = m’gR E MR. 
((2) + (3)): Let M E Mod-R. All the elements in M @RR can be written as m @ gR 
for some m EM. If m El gR E Ker&), then mgR = 0 and m Et(M) = 0. This proves 
that Ker&)=O. The smjectivity of PR is clear because MR=M. 
((3) + (1)): Let M E DMod-R and m E Ker(&)), then mgR = 0 and m @ gR = 0. Us- 
ing the result given in [lo, p. 971 we can find elements mk EM and ak E A for 
k= l,... , n such that akgR = 0 for all k and m = c;=, mkak. The elements mk EM 
= MR; therefore, we can find rn; EM such that mk = m;gR for all k E { 1,. . . , n}. Thus, 
n ,t 
m= c mkak = c m;akgR = 0. 
k=l k=l 
In order to prove the subjectivity of & let f : R -+M be a homomorphism. The 
element f (gR) E M = MR, therefore there exists an m E M such that f (gR) = mgR. What 
we are going to prove is that f = l,(m). Let r E R, r =gRa for some a E A, then 
f(r) = f (gR)a = mgRa = mr = &(m)(r). 0 
3. Contexts and equivalences 
First of all we are going to build a module in the category R-DMod. This construction 
follows the steps of that in [2, 28.11, but we shall prove fkther properties of the module 
that is built there. 
Let R be a ring, A the Dorroh’s extension of R, (r,,)nCN E RN such that rtr2 . . r, # 0 
for all n E N. Let F = AcN1) the free left A-module over the set N. We shall denote 
for all n E N, v, the element in F that has 1~ in the nth component and 0 elsewhere, 
u,* = 2’, - r,+lv,+l, G will be the module cnc N Au, and M =F/G. We are going 
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to prove that M E R-DMod. With the same proof of [2, 28.11 it is possible to see 
that for all n E N and a E A, a~~, + G = 0 if and only if there exists k 2 n such that 
urn+1 . . ‘Is,=& 
This proves that the module M is not 0 because the element ug + G can never 
be 0. If ~0 + G = 0 we would find a k E N such that lArl rk = 0 and this is not 
possible because YI . . . rk # 0. In order to prove that M E R-DMod consider the canon- 
ical morphism PM : R @R M 4 M. This morphism is an epimorphism because for all 
n E N, u,, + G = Y~+L U,+I + G. The elements in R @.R M can be written like Y @ u, + G 
with Y E R and n E N. If rv, + G = p(r ~3 v, + G) = 0 then there exists k > n such that 
1’1;,+, . . ‘?‘k=o and therefore rC3v,,+G=rr,,+~...rkEJ~k+G=O. 
Lemma 3.1. Let ME MOD-R. Then 
T(M) = {m EM: V(I-~)~ EN E RN 3no E N SI. mrl . rnO = 0). 
Proof. Assume first that m E T(M). As we observed earlier, there is an ordinal CY such 
that T(M)= t,(M), so that t,(M)= t,+,(M). Let (Y~)~~N E R” and m ET(M) such 
that mrl . .1;2 # 0 for all n E N. We know that m E T(M) = t,(M), therefore, we can 
find a smallest ordinal ~0 such that m E&(M). For i = 1,2,. . . ,n we now define a 
nonzero ordinal yi, as the first ordinal such that mr1 . . . ri E t,(M). 
By our hypothesis that the given sequence does not annihilate m, we see that 
7; cannot be 0. Also, by the construction of the t,, each l’i is a successor ordi- 
nal (if it were a limit ordinal, then a contradiction would arise from the fact that 
mrl . ..r.~t?,(M)= C,j,Y,tp(M), but mq . ..ri$tp(M) for p<yi). 
In order to compare now yi and ;‘,+I, suppose yi = b + 1. Clearly, yi+] 5 j + 1. 
But we have mq . . . 14 E tp+i(A4). By the construction of the t,, we infer that the 
class of mq . . .ri modulo Q(M) is annihilated by R, that is mq .. .r,Rs Q(M). In 
particular, mrl Yi+l E Q(M). This implies that ~,+1 5 B<l’i. This shows that the 
decreasing sequence of the ordinals 7; is strictly decreasing. But any set of ordinals 
has a smallest element, which contradicts the existence of the sequence of the yi. This 
is the contradiction we were looking for. 
We turn now to the converse part of the proof. Assume that m @ T(M) = t,(M). As 
t,(M)= t,+](M), then mR is not contained in t,(M) and we can find r-1 E R such that 
mq 4 t,(M) = T(M). In the same way, once we have obtained that mq . . ?“k $! t,(M), 
we infer that mrl . .rkR is not contained in t,(M). So we find rk+l such that mq . 
rkrk+I $ t,(M). In particular, each of these products is nonzero. 0 
Definition 3.2. Let ME MOD-R and L a R-submodule of M. As in [9, Section IX.41 
we define L’ as the biggest submodule of M such that L’/L is torsion. 
Lemma 3.3. Let Z be an abeliarz group, W E R-MOD such that RW = W, M E MOD-R 
and Lo a subset of M. Let h : M @R W + Z be an abelian group homomorphism such 
that h(l@ w) = 0 for all I E Lo and w E W, then if Mle denote L the right R-submodule 
of M generated by Lo. for all I’ E LL’ and all w E W, h( 1’ @ w) = 0. 
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Proof. Clearly, h( I @ w) = 0 for all 1 E L because L is the smallest submodule that con- 
tains La. Suppose some 1’ E Lc and some w E W that h(l’ 8 w) # 0. We claim that then 
there exist sequences (Y~)~,=N E R’ and (w,), E N E W’ such that h(Z’ri . r, @ ~1,) # 0. 
Once this is proved we get a contradiction because using Lemma 3.1, for some 
no E N, 1’1.1 . . ‘r-,” E L and then h(l’ri . mu @ w,, ) = 0. Let us prove the claim. 
For n = 0 we have wg = w, suppose we have r-1,. . . , r,, E R and w, E W such that 
h(l’r, ... r;, @ +v~ ) # 0. Using the fact that R W = W we can find elements ~1: E W and 
~,!ER for i= 1.. ..,k such that w,= Cf=,r;w,. Then O#h(Z’rl . ..r.@w,)= ~~=,A 
(1’1.1 . . I.,( ~3 IV:) and therefore, for some is E { 1,. . . , k}, h( l’rl . . . rnriO 0 wi,,) # 0. If 
we define r,,+l = r:,, and MI,+, = r+$, we can continue the induction process. 0 
Proposition 3.4. Let M Cr N modules in MOD-R \,,ith ME CMod-R und N torsion- 
fire. Then N/M is torsion-free. 
Proof. Let n EN such that nR CM, then we define f : R 4 M such that j’(r) = nr.. 
Using the fact that M E CMod-R we can find m EM such that mr = f(r) = nr for all 
r E R and then n = m EM because N is torsion-free. 0 
Proposition 3.5. Let MC N modules in R-MOD udth N/M E R-DMod und RN = N. 
Then RM = M. 
Proof. Let m E M, as m E N we can find elements ni EN and ri E R such that m = 
If=, rin;. C onsi er t e e ement ‘d h 1 
CfE, r;(n; + M) = 0 
Et=, ri @ (ni + M) E R @R N/M. This element satisfies 
and using the fact that N/M E R-DMod, we deduce cF=, r; 1:s 
(ni + M ) = 0. Then using the exactness of the sequence R @R M + R @RN + R %‘R N/M 
----* 0 we can find elements r/’ E R and rni EM such that cf’=, ri @in, = c& ri 0 mi, 
therefore m = CJ=, $rni ERM and then RM = M. 0 
Definition 3.6. Let (R, S, P, Q, cp, $) be a Morita context. We shall say that this context 
is left acceptable if and only if 
(1) v/(rnkN ER ’ 3na E N such that r1 r,, E Im(cp), 
(2) &.%,)mEN ES N 3mo E N such that s1 . . s,, E W$). 
Remark 3.7. The definition of right acceptable Morita contexts is the one that we 
obtain if we use the opposite rings and bimodules. 
These definitions include the case in which cp and $ are epimorphisms, but in the 
case of idempotent rings it is possible to prove that this is not a proper extension. 
Proposition 3.8. Let R and S be idempotent rings and (R,S, P, Q, cp, $) u Morita 
context. The folloGng conditions are equivalent: 
(1) (R, 5’. P. Q, cp, I/J) is left acceptable. 
(2) (R, S, P, Q, cp. I/I) is right acceptable. 
(3) cp and $ are surjective. 
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Proof. Clearly, (3) implies conditions (1) and (2). In fact, we only have to prove 
((1) + (3)) or ((2) + (3)) because of the symmetry of the third condition. 
((l)+(3)) Let r~R\Im(cp). Because of the idempotence of R, we can find ele- 
ments Y! and $ such that r= Cj ri’7:. As Cj ~-!7,! $! Im(cp) there exists il such that 
r:, $‘, 4 Im( cp). 
For the element f;, we can find elements $ and ff in R such that $, = xi v~F:, 
then for some iz, rl’,ri’,Fi $! Im( cp). Following this argument we can find a sequence 
(Y,“,) E RN and F[ such that 
and this is a contradiction with the fact that for some k E N, r:, ri . . . rt E Im(cp). 
This proves the surjectivity of cp. The proof for $ is similar. I? 
If the rings are not idempotent, this relation need not be true; for instance, for any 
ring R, the context given by (R,R,R,R, y, y) with the y : R @R R + R given in Lemma 
2.3 is always left and right acceptable, but 1’ is surjective if and only if R is idempotent. 
Although we do not need to have surjectivity, the relation between left-acceptable 
contexts and right-acceptable ones appears also in commutative rings and also in rings 
with a central generator. 
Proposition 3.9. Let R und S be general associative rings and let (R,S, P, Q, cp, $) be 
a left-acceptable Morita context. Then: 
(1) MR E MOD-R is torsion-free if and only iJ’for all m E M, m Im(cp) = 0 implies 
m = 0. 
(2) RM E R-MOD satisjies RM =M if and only if Im( cp)M = M. 
Proof. Let MR E MOD-R. Suppose M is not torsion-free, then we can find m E t(M)\0 
with mR = 0, and so m Im(cp)= 0. On the other hand, suppose M torsion-free and 
m E M, m # 0 , using Lemma 3.1 we can find a sequence (r,,)nEN such that mrl . . . r, # 0 
for all n E N. As the context is left acceptable we can find a no E N such that YI . . . rnO E 
Im(cp) and then m Im(cp) # 0. 
Let RM E R-MOD such that Im(cp)M =M then M > RA4 > Im(cp)M =M. On the 
other hand, suppose RM = M and let h : R @JIM + M/Im(cp)M be the homomorphism 
defined as h(r@m)=rm+Im(cp)M. Clearly, h(cp(q@p)@m)=O for all qEQ, PEP 
and m EM. Using Lemma 3.3 and the fact that the context is left acceptable, we 
deduce that h(r @C m) = 0 for all r E R and m E M and then RM/Im((p)M = 0 and 
Im(cp)M=RM=M. •1 
Theorem 3.10. Let (R,S,P,Q.(p,$) be a Morita context. The following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(1) HomR(PR, -) and Homs(Qs, -) are inverse category equivalences with the 
transformations given b-v the context, between the categories CMod-R and CMod-S. 
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(2) P @lR- and Q @s- me inverse category equivalences with the transformations 
given b.y the context, between the categories R-DMod and S-DMod. 
(3) The context (R,S,P,Q,q, \I/) is left acceptable. 
Proof. (( 3 ) =+ ( 1)): The pairings induce the following natural transformations: 
@ : idMop+ + Homs(Q. HomR(P, - )) 2 HomR( Q @ sp, - 1, 
Y : idMOo_S -7‘ HOmR(P, HomdQ, - 1) = HomdP @RQ, - I3 
given by @.dx)(q)(p) =xcp(q @ P) and ‘J’I-(y)(p)(q) = MP 04). 
Let X E MOD-R. Then Ker( @.y) = {x E X 1 Vp E P, Vq E Q, xcp(q ~3 p) = 0). Using 
Proposition 3.9 we deduce that t(X) = 0 if and only if @,r is injective. 
Consider the canonical homomorphism & :X - HomR(R,X) (&(x)(r) =xr)). What 
we have to prove is that X E CMod-R (i.e. & is a isomorphism) if and only if @,k 
is an isomorphism. As Ker(2.u) = t(X) we have proved that Ix is injective iff @,Y is 
injective. 
Suppose that X is torsion-free, we claim that HomR(R,X) and HomR(Q@ P,X) 
are torsion-free. If f : R +X satisfies fR = 0 then for all Y E R and r’ E R we have 
0 = j‘r(r’) = _f(rr’) = f (rjr’, then f(r)R = 0 and using the fact that X is torsion-free, 
we deduce that f(r) = 0 for all I’ E R and then ,f = 0. Let now f : Q 6s P ---)X such that 
.f‘R = 0 and let p, p’ E P and q. q’ E Q, 0 = fq(q 0 p)(q’ o p’) = f ((p(q 8 pjq’ @ p’) == 
.f(q~(POq’)~~‘)=f(q6P(P(q’Op’)j=.f(qOP)’P(q’6p’). Then f(q@p)Im(cp) 
=0 and using Proposition 3.9 and the fact that X is torsion-free we deduce that 
,f‘( q @ p) = 0 for all p E P and q E Q, therefore ,f = 0. 
Suppose that @..u is an isomorphism, then, X is torsion-free and 1~ is a monomor- 
phism. As @‘.v = HomR(cp,X) o & we deduce that Coker(&) is a direct summand of 
HomR(R.X ) and therefore, it is torsion-free, but Coker(& )R = 0, then Coker(&) = 0 
and 2.7 is an isomorphism. On the other hand, suppose 2~ is an isomorphism. Then 
t(X) = 0 and @_u is a monomorphism. Using Proposition 3.4 we deduce that Coker(@x) 
is torsion-free, but Coker( @x)Im(cp) = 0, then using Proposition 3.9 we conclude Coker 
(@.r ) = 0 and therefore @x is an isomorphism. 
In a similar way, it is possible to prove that YE CMod-S if and only if Yr is 
an isomorphism. Using these facts it is not difficult to check that HomR(P, -) and 
Homs(Q, -) are inverse category equivalences between CMod-R and CMod-S. 
((I )+(3)): Suppose that there exists a sequence (r,),EN E RN such that for all 
II E N, r1 . . . r,, $ Im(cp), we are going to build a module X in CMod-R such that @x is 
not an isomorphism. As K/lm(cp) := T(R/Im( cp)) # R/Im(cp), then the module R/K # 0 
is torsion-free. If we apply the localization functor, X := a(R/K) is a nonzero module 
in CMod-R and the elements r + K E R/K CX have the property (r + K)Im(cp) = 0 
because r Im(cp) 2 K, then R/K 5 Ker( @,\- j and therefore @,y is not an isomorphism. 
( (3 ) + (2 )): The pairings induce the following natural transformations: 
A:Q&P@R - +i&-MOD, A:PoRQOS - +ids-MOD 
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given by Ax(q@pPx)=(p(q@p)x and Ar(p@q@y)=$(p@q)y. Let XfR-MOD. 
Then Im( Ax ) = Im( rp)X and using Proposition 3.9 we deduce that RX =X if and only 
if A.y is an epimorphism. We have proved that A x is an epimorphism if and only if 
the canonical morphism px : R &IX -+X is an epimorphism. 
If X = RX then R(R @RX) = R @RX, and using Proposition 3.9 Im(cp)X =X, there- 
fore R(Q@.sPPRX)=Q@~PSRX because if Cql@pt@xiEQ&P@RX, for the 
elements xi we can find elements qb E Q, p$ E P and x$ EX such that xi = xi 
cp(q:, 6% P:i )x$ and then CiqiOpi@xi= C,qi@ppi@~(p(q~Op>)X~= CiiqiQI 
$( p, @ qij)Pij @ x:j = xii (P(qf @ pi)q:i 63 PI, 8 X:j E RCQ 13 SP @RX 1. 
We have to prove that A.u is an isomorphism if and only if px is an isomor- 
phism. Suppose that Ax is an isomorphism, then RX =X and therefore px is an 
epimorphism. As FX o (cp @X) = Ax, then Ker(px ) is a direct summand of R @RX 
and therefore RKer&) = Ker(px). But it is a simple computation to check that 
R Ker(px)= 0, therefore p,y is an isomorphism. On the other hand, suppose p,y is 
an isomorphism, then using Proposition 3.5 we deduce that R Ker( Ax) = Ker( Ax) and 
then Im(cp)Ker( Ax) = Ker( A.v)), but it is not difficult to see that Im(cp)Ker(Ax) = 0 
and therefore Ax is an isomorphism. 
In a similar way, it is possible to deduce that Ar is an isomorphism if and only if 
Y E S-DMod. With these results it is not difficult to prove that P @R - and Q@s - 
are inverse category equivalences between R-DMod and S-DMod. 
((2) + (3)): Suppose Ax is an isomorphism for all X E R-DMod. We claim first 
that for all p l P and q E Q and all sequence ( T-,~)~ E N E R” there exists an m E N 
such that (p(q @ p)rl . . . r,,, E R Im(cp). Let (Y,,)~ E N E RN. Associated to this sequence 
we can build a module X in R-DMod as in the beginning of this section. The element 
q@p@uo+GEQOsP@RX=R(QOsP@RX) because it is isomorphic toX andX 
satisfies this property. Therefore, we can find a k E N and elements ri E R, q( E Q and 
p( E P such that q @ p 8 ug + G = xi riqj & pi @ ok + G. Using the isomorphism Ax 
we deduce that cp(q @ p)ao + G = 1, r:cp(q( f,?z pi)vk + G and then (cp(q 8 p)rl . . . ok - 
xi r,!qo(qi 0 pi))uk + G = 0 and using the results of the beginning of this section, there 
exists t > k such that (p(q@p)rI .-.I-,= Cir:‘p(qi@p:)rk+, . ..r.ERIm(cp) that is 
what we was looking for. 
Let (m)ncN E RN such that for all n E N, rI . r,, $ Im(cp). Associated to this se- 
quence, we can build the module X as in the beginning of this section. We are going 
to prove that the module M =X/Im(cp)X E R-DMod and A,+[ is not an isomorphism. 
Let ai_& + G E Im( cp)X. Then we can find a n 2 k, and elements p, E P and qi E Q 
such that auk + G = xi (p(qi @ pi)u,, + G, i.e., (ark+, . r,, - c, (p(qi @ pi))o, + G = 0. 
Then, there exists m > n such that ark+, . . r,,, = Ci (P(qi @ PC )r,+l . . r,. If we apply 
the previous claim, we deduce that there exists h > m such that ark+, . rh E R Im( cp). 
We have proved that (auk + G) + Im(cp)X = 0 if and only if there exists an h 2 k such 
that ark+1 . . rh E R Im( cp). 
Consider the canonical homomorphism p : R @X/Im( cp)X 4 X/Im( cp)X. It is clear 
that fi is an epimorphism because RX =X. Suppose r 0 (o/I + G) + Im(q)X E Ker(Ll), 
i.e rok + G E Inl(cp)X, then there exists h > k such that rrk+i . . . rh = xi r!cp(qi 0 pi) 
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forsomer;ER, qiEeandpiEP,andthenr~(uk+G)+Im(cp)X=rrk+,...rh~((vh+ 
G) + Im(cp)X = 0. 
Module M is not 0 because uo + G 6 Im( cp)x (ri . . r, $! Im(cp) V’n), but AM = 0, 
therefore AM is not an isomorphism. q 
As we have said in the introduction, this result lets us find a counterexample such 
that the categories CMod-R and DMod-R cannot be equivalent. We recall the definition 
of T-nilpotent (see e.g. [2, p. 3141); a subset X of a ring R is left T-nilpotent in case 
for any sequence (x~)~ EN E XN there exists no E N such that ~1x2 . . ‘x,,, = 0. 
Corollary 3.11. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) CMod-R = 0. 
(2) R-DMod = 0. 
(3) R is left T-nilpotent. 
Proof. Consider the following Morita context between R and 0, cp :0 @ 0 + R and 
$ : 0 @ 0 + 0. This context is left acceptable if and only if R is left T-nilpotent and using 
the previous theorem, this is equivalent to CMod-R = CMod-0( = 0) and R-DMod = 
0-DMod( = 0). 0 
With a version of the theorem for the right context we obtain a similar corollary for 
right i”-nilpotence. 
Corollary 3.12. The following conditions are equit~alent: 
(1) R-CMod = 0. 
(2) DMod-R = 0. 
(3) R is right T-nilpotent. 
Then, if we could find a ring such that it were T-nilpotent on one side and not on 
the other, we would have a ring such that CMod-R and DMod-R cannot be equivalent, 
as one is zero and the other is not. The same would happen for R-DMod and R-CMod. 
This kind of rings exist, we only have to consider the Jacobson radical of a ring 
that is perfect on one side and not on the other, see [2, Exercise 15.81 
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